T H E E CO S U I T
Mannequin		

	  Paper paste from cellulose of 100% recycled paper
and card courtesy of H.O.L GROUP

Backdrop			  100% recyclable Kraft paper from a FSC
sustainable source
String			  Biodegradable hemp cord
Sign paint			  Recycled paint from Forest Recycling Project
Cloth			  
Recycled polyester-blend
Lining			  Minimum 99% post-consumer recycled polyester
Shoulder pad		  100% recycled polyester
Canvas			  
REACH compliant
Sleeve head roll		  
REACH compliant
Chest foam

	  
REACH compliant

Thread			  100% recycled polyester yarn
Buttons			  100% natural corozo nut
Pocketing fabric		  
OEKO-TEX® certified
Inner labels

	  100% recycled polyester-satin

Swing tickets		  
Recycled paper
Polybags			  
Recyclable
Suit bag			  High-grade biodegradable canvas
This paper 		  Recyclable FSC-certified paper

What else we’re doing
The textile industry is one of the worst offenders for polluting the environment.
Our goal is to reduce our impact anywhere we can. We’re committed to closing
the loop and moving towards sustainable manufacturing processes.
There’s a long way to go, but every step is one step closer. Here’s what we’re
already doing and what we plan to do:
Suppliers
We’re using our relationships with our suppliers to minimise our impact on the
environment. We’ll encourage them to use responsible manufacturing processes,
harness greener energy and innovate in alternative materials that are kinder to
the environment.
We’re also partnering with fewer mills and makers so we can maintain closer
relationships with them. Regular audits ensure our processes and logistics are
compliant and help us identify new ways to move sustainable retailing forward.
Packaging & display
We’re committed to removing or finding sustainable alternatives for one-use
plastics used in our packaging and labelling by 2025.
We’re investigating recyclable or bio-degradable polybags. In the meantime, we’ve
set our stores up with recycling bins to dispose of plastic polybags responsibly.
We’re also looking into alternatives for plastic hangers. Until we find a better
solution, we’ll ask our customers to think twice before taking hangers and reuse
them in-store instead.
Closing the loop
We’re working with ReGain, the clothing-recycling
app that takes in your unwanted old clothes and
rewards you with discounts for new ones.
Up to 95% of post-consumer fashion that ReGain
diverts from landfill is reused or recycled, with
the remaining 5% going into energy production
or upscaled into new clothes. It all adds up to
the industry closing the loop and moving towards
circular fashion.
Any unsellable returns or faulty product will now
be sent to ReGain to recycle, saving up to 7,200
units from being otherwise destroyed or ending up
in landfill.

Learn more at

moss.eco

